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Strategic priorities for the legal sector: A view from LSB’s Public Panel
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Quick adoption of technical
innovation to improve legal
services
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Less protection for consumers,
but legal services tend to cost
less / have lower prices
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Focus more on services that
lots of people use but which
generally work well
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Focus more on legal services that
a small number of vulnerable
consumers use
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Results of trade-off exercise, showing responses to the question, "How do you think the LSB should focus its energies?
For each, should it be closer to one, or closer to the other?" Numbers shown are raw numbers.

Making the legal profession
more diverse so that it better
reflects the general population

13.8%

7.5%

Changing which legal
activities should or
should not be regulated

Educating the
public about their
legal rights and
responsibilities

Making it
easier for
consumers to
compare law firms
on quality and price

Putting the right
protections in place
around artificial
intelligence and
other technologies

9.4%
8.3%
Improving experience of
using legal services for the
most vulnerable in society

Focus more on services that small
numbers of people use but which
generally work less well
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Improving
access to justice
for people on
low and middle
incomes

Making it
easier for
consumers
to complain
about lawyers who
offer poor service
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Focus more on legal
services that most of the
population use

Making
sure that
lawyers
remain
competent
throughout
their
careers
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After a week’s deliberation, participants as a whole* indicated that the LSB should allocate its resources
to match relative priorities as follows:

Cautious adoption of technological
innovation to protect consumers
from unforeseen risks

More protection for consumers, but
legal services tend to cost more /
have higher prices

research

Allocating Resources
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Spread work evenly across
all organisations/ activities

Protect people from mistakes by
having a large amount of
regulation

community

14.6%

9.0%

7.5%
Changing the way
that people become
qualified to be
lawyers

6.3%

“I am still rather surprised that legal professionals
do not undertake any formal checks…Without a
competent legal professional, everything that
follows will become an issue.”
*Chart shows average (mean) number of points allocated to each hot topic as a percentage.
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